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Investment Policy Statement 

 
Your Investment Policy Statement is a summary of your current situation, your requirements and goals, and 
your recommended general investment strategy. Going forward, it will serve as a guide to your investment plan, 
governing how, why, and where your money is invested. Consider it a living document; this policy will adjust 
over time as your financial goals and investments evolve. 
 
Statement of Objectives 
Risk Tolerance:  Investing involves an element of risk, whether that risk is loss of dollars invested or erosion 
of the value of your wealth due to inflation.  In constructing your investment plan, we considered your 
willingness to tolerate investment risk by focusing on your investing time horizon, your comfort with short-term 
market variability and your willingness to tolerate long-term market instability.  Your risk profile is summarized 
as one of the following: 
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Investment Policy Statement:  We believe that asset allocation — the overall mix of asset types within your  
portfolio, is an important determinant in your portfolio’s behavior.  Please review the descriptions of five common 
Asset Allocation Models (built around an individual’s description of their own risk) and mark the one that you 
believe best describes you. 
 

Recommended Asset Allocation  = Conservative Income  (1) 
Your recommended allocation is primarily intended for capital preservation with a secondary objective for 
income.  The asset mix has a higher allocation of fixed income and a slightly lower weighting in stocks. 
 

Recommended Asset Allocation = Income (2) 
Your recommended allocation is conservative. A conservative asset mix is best-suited for investors who are 
reluctant to risk short-term losses or who will need to pay for financial goals in the near term, but who still 
seek modest capital appreciation. 
 

Recommended Asset Allocation = Conservative Growth (3) 
Your recommended allocation is balanced. A balanced asset mix strikes a middle-of-the road path between 
stocks and fixed-income investments. It's appropriate for investors who seek growth in their investments but 
still desire a cushion against excessive market fluctuations. 
 

Recommended Asset Allocation = Growth (4) 
Your recommended allocation is stock-heavy. It entails above-average risk. It is intended for investors who 
require healthy asset growth from their investments yet aren't troubled by significant fluctuations in market 
value. 
 

Recommended Asset Allocation =  Aggressive Growth (5) 
Your recommended allocation is aggressive. An aggressive asset mix is best-suited for investors who have a 
high tolerance for risk and a long time frame. Historically, such a portfolio is likely to encounter substantial 
short-term volatility, though it offers the best opportunity for above-market long-term gains. 
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